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Education has always been fashionable and trendy. As we say ‘beauty lies in the eyes of the beholder’, this proverb stands
good for education as well, if we see it metaphorically as beauty. So, introducing to all dear readers a new look in the
educational trend, “Voice- The Inner Feeling”. Never more so than the present times we have felt like talking openly on all
educational issues and trends, why? Because surely our youth is a more evolved lot. So, this E-Newsletter is attempting to do
so, opening platform for all to express. We welcome all to join in this quest keeping the Ignatian ethos of ‘MAGIS’- Going
beyond. Meet the team and enjoy the reading.
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Playful and Outgoing are the two
Gemini traits which suit me the best! 

 
Hi, there reader! My name is Sarah
My love for graphic designing and
creating new things made me join
'Ehsaas' as a part of the creative
department. Looking forward to

giving you some awesome content
via this E-Newsletter.Happy

reading!

I love to write.  I believe this e-
platform is my first step to achieve
my longing dream. Who will say no
to stories? I am a big fan of reading
and listening to stories of common

people. 
In this e-newsletter Ehsaas, I have

decided to be a voice of the
common people as I believe

everyone has a story to tell that
would impact others. I'd be happier

to hear from you too. Happy
reading!😊 
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Quoting Shakespeare -  'To be or
not  to be,  is  the question. ’ .  I  love
poetry and also review/ crit ique

most  of  the f i lms & series  I
watch.  I  wish to impact  l ives  and
help young children build their

future.  ‘Ehsaas -  voices from
within’  seems l ike the sunflower
I  was looking for,  so here I  am,

for some l ight  and happy vibes.  I
hope our work l ights  you up too!

Living life to the fullest and being in the
present moment has been my Mantra.

Hey Readers!  For me writing is a means
of expression and something that gives

solace. I like composing short poems and
shayaris. I believe it's never too late to
pursue or try what you really wish to.
Everyone has an “Ehsaas - An inner

voice” which tells you what you feel and
what you want to do. Discover and follow

it blindly! Good luck!

''Main apni favourite hoon''
I am 23 years old literature graduate
who love romance, drama and some
real deep layered content.The reason

why I decided to join the team of
"Ehsaas - Voice from Within" is

because I love writing and I love to
read what others write and so I as a

Content Writer at team Ehsaas would
love to polish my own work and draw
out the artist from everyone I know

because I believe that everybody's an
artist! You only need to look for it,

within.

I take some serious interest in graphic
designing, watching ‘Next in Fashion’
on Netflix and ‘Mr. Kate’ on YouTube.

I love humour and would be the first
person to book tickets to any stand-up

comedy show happening in the city.
Being creative and having a keen eye
for aesthetics is second nature to me.
Someone told me that I have a ‘still

waters run deep’ type of personality, I
probably should Google that! Happy

scrolling!



 
When I was young and made spelling mistakes, my teacher would
mark my mistakes wrong and ask me to repeat the correct spelling
ten times, so that the correct spelling became part of my psyche
and I didn’t make them again! This was a humbling experience on
the one hand and an empowering experience on the other!
Correction of your mistakes perfected your skills and your
capabilities! Practice made you perfect and a better person too! 

History is a record of the great achievements of Humankind over
the centuries!  Shouldn’t it also be a record of the mistakes we
have made and the corrections we have gone through or need to
go through so that the world might also be a better place for the
well-being of humankind and the environment too? 

While we are ready to take credit for the great achievements of
humankind, we should also be ready to take responsibility for its
mistakes and failures, and initiate the corrections that are
required to rectify these mistakes so that they are not repeated in
the future! 

To understand what I mean, it would be good to look at certain
historical examples. Alfred Nobel discovered the power of
dynamite, but he also realized the harm it could cause if misused
and worked to prevent the harm it could cause! And so he
instituted the Nobel prize for the promotion of peace and
harmony in different fields. Albert Einstein discovered the power
of Atomic Energy, but also realized the havoc and destruction it
could cause! In fact, he rued the day he advised the U.S. President
to develop the Atom Bomb that destroyed Hiroshima and
Nagasaki! And his correction was to work for the promotion of
atomic and nuclear energy for peaceful purposes! 

 In our own times, Mahatma Gandhi realized the value of political
freedom and democracy for the country, but he refused to achieve
it through a violent revolution that would cause death and
destruction! Therefore he chose the path of Ahimsa and
Satyagraha to achieve India’s Independence! This was a path of
course correction in the aftermath of the two world wars and
bloody revolutions that marred the history of the 19th and 20th
centuries.

The world today is faced with the prospect of self-
destruction because of the race for economic growth and
development?  Is Education only a drive—a race to
achievement at the expense of the Earth and the
Environment we live in?  Shouldn’t we be ready to learn
from our own mistakes and failures and take responsibility
for correcting ourselves before it is too late? 

 The creation of waste and garbage, the destruction of the
forests, the rampant mining and exploitation of the
Earth’s resources, the pollution of the air and water, —
who is responsible for all this?  Isn’t all this the result of
the course that Education and Development are taking
today?  What is the cause of the spread of the Corona
Virus and Covid-19, the silent killer of millions today?  
 
Of course, I might turn around and say that I am not the
cause of all this! The fault is with others! As a human
being, I cannot isolate myself from the human community
to which I belong and excuse myself of its mistakes and
failures! What can I, What can we do to correct these
mistakes? Do we need to work out strategies that will help
us to correct these mistakes? What can we do to preserve
and promote the sacredness and purity of the air we
breathe, the water we drink, the food we eat, the Earth we
live on and who loves, nourishes and cherishes us all!

If we only learned to live in harmony of mind, body, heart
and spirit, in harmony with others and in harmony with
the environment, we would go a long way in learning from
our mistakes and make the Earth a better place for us all
to live in! Let’s make Education a way also to learn humbly
from our mistakes and to correct them before we
annihilate the Earth and Ourselves because we thought
Education was only to achieve power and glory for
ourselves at the expense of Humankind and the Earth and
the Environment!

Education – Learning from our Mistakes
-Blaise D’Souza S.J.

Manager
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ARE WE STRONGLY SHAPED BY THE EVENTS
OF OUR YOUTH?

-Dr. Sosomma Samuel 
Principal

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Are we influenced strongly by events that occur in our
societies when we are young and in our formative years?
This is an important question we have to address as
teachers about our students.  Erik Erikson, the 20th-
century psychologist who developed the theory of
psychosocial development and the concept of an identity
crisis, says that the events taking place in our societies
when we are about seventeen to twenty-five years old have
a profound influence on our social identity – our views
about who we are. It seems that what happens to us when
we are young really does matter in our later years. Events
occurring in our society at this time exert lasting effects on
our later developments. As articulated by Erik Erikson,
Identity versus Role Confusion is the fifth of eight stages
of psychosocial development between the ages of 12 and 19.
During this stage, adolescents need to develop a sense of
self and personal identity.
 It is observed that certain adolescents are restrained in
their becoming owing to a variety of family, school and
relational factors, such as inappropriate adult role models,
repeated failure and poor communication skills.
Restrained adolescents display inadequate identity
formation, partly because they are still endeavouring to
define their own identity instead of having reached the
point of refining and stabilizing their identity.  Through
their behaviour in family, school and other relationships,
they plead for assistance in the formation of their identity,
especially at school, where their plea is often
misinterpreted as misbehaviour or attention-seeking, if not
completely ignored. They consequently resort to their own
ineffective efforts towards a meaningful existence. 
What can teachers do? 
Educationalists agree as to the increasingly important role
of teachers in relationship with their pupils. It should be
based on the essential components of authority,
understanding (knowledge) and trust. For the teacher,
being in a correct relationship of authority towards the
adolescent means assisting and supporting the adolescent
in the proper progression towards adulthood. The teacher
who truly understands the relationship of authority will
give pupils greater responsibility for their own learning,
allow them to exercise judgement, and make a choice in
relation to their own learning. As a consequence of their
greater involvement, greater independence and superior
identity formation are stimulated. 

Teachers will gain respect for their authority from their
pupils by laying down strict but democratic guidelines
for behaviour and accepting the authority of norms in
their own lines and actions. The relationship of authority
will have far-reaching effects on adolescents' identity
formation. Teachers can also help adolescents come to a
grip with present realities, understand their destination
as adults, and the required behaviour to reach that
destination. 
Trust is a further essential element to be nurtured in
teachers' relationships with the adolescent in order to
advance their identity formation. A feeling of trust and
acceptance will afford adolescents the confidence to
explore the world and become independent. As teachers,
let us entrust adolescents with responsibility and trust to
make them confident, independent adults who have an
identity of their own for a successful future.  

 

Search for Self
- Kalpana Chavan 

I began my journey 
To break some moulds
But on the arduous path
Am I beginning to sell my soul?

Am I supposed to cry their tears,
Be scared of their fears?
Is their story using my voice 
Are they convincing,  my ideas are just lies? 

Are my questions muted?
Are my thoughts silenced?
Are my words resoundingly mistold?
Am I losing my identity to be accepted in their fold?

I halted in my path....
I try to empty my thoughts...
I looked inward...
Slowly I heard my own word.

I asked myself
Can I engrave a route still hidden 
Can I stand fallen but not broken
Can  I walk alone on the new course
Becoming my own energy, my own force?

Kalpanic kamp
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From Offline to Online 
- Dr. Vini Sebastian, SXIE

Totally caught off guard, the shift from offline physical classes to
online via zoom/google meet. The shift was from physical
presence to virtual presence. The phase was difficult to adjust, it
made us develop our digital skills, whether we wanted or not, this
was now our new normal. There was a phase of excitement and
despair, a phase that we had to live through forcibly if we have to
deliver our lectures. The college activities were totally online and
all were getting into the online mode of interacting, with
confusions and sometimes clarifying to each other we pulled on.
Slowly and steadily we caught on to the reigns of our new mode of
teaching and all of us staff and students saw the change affecting
us positively. We are now digitally savvy, oh! how much we tried
in the past years to try and develop these skills, but now we saw
how the situation compelled us to do so. 
From lectures to co curricular activities, assemblies, feast
celebrations, staff meetings, student council activities, college
development cell meetings, school counselling course , all online
are fruitful and beneficial. What we missed then!!! We missed the
smiling faces of all our students, we missed the expressions and
the questions on their faces while teaching, which immediately
told us that we need to explain more or teach again and something
was amiss!! We missed meeting each other and the free exchange
of thought and expressions, yes we do miss our physical classes.
Till we meet again we meet online !!! Keep enhancing your digital
skills, this has kept us connected. Thank God for it!!

 A TRIP DOWN THE B.ED. LANE
Planning for B.Ed

Life mein confusion tha
B.Ed hi solution tha

CET diya aur result jo aaya
Dekh kar phula na samaya

 
 

B.Ed Admission & College Starts
Wo Admission ka process bhi unique tha
Documents jama karne ka challenge tha
Aur college start hone ki notice jo aayi
Neend udd gayi but lazy si feeling aayi

 

 
Lectures & Fun

Har ek teacher aur class khaas tha
Totally new aur adbhut ehsaas tha

Activities, Assignments & Group Wise Acting
Was a pack of Red Bull to keep us buzzing

Saath bane doston ke woh jokes woh pal
Katai nahi bhulunga mera yaadgar kal

 
Onset of Covid

 
Ae Zindagi tuh kaise haseen rang lekar aayi

Kuch seekhne ki chah, naya umang layi
Par kya yeh haqeeqat thi ya koi sapna

Kuch hi mahino main dur ho gaya,
College se, doston se ---
Jise main kehta tha apna

Corona ke aagman se pabandi jo aayi
Chaaro or Nirasha aur Mayusi jo chhayi

 
Adapting to the New Normal

 
Main Shikayat nahi karta lekin wo ghadi mushkil thi

Insaan ko chunauti aur uski badi kasauti thi
Par Sankalp tha na rukenge, na hum harenge
Buland hausla rakhkar, aage badhte rahenge
Shikshan ke dwaar par nayi dastak jo paayi

Ghar baithe online lectures ki khabar jo aayi
 
 

 Experiencing the Digital World  
 

Na kabhi aisa suna tha par haa yeh sach tha
Dil se kahoon toh yeh idea mast tha

Aisa freedom kaha – lecture me present hoke bhi bunk karna
Na travelling ka tension, na late hone se darna

Par yeh technology aur e-tools ne bhi kafi kuch sikhaya
Real Classroom se dur kaise interact kare ye bataya

Many things we missed too, feelings are mix
But there is no option as we all are in a fix

 
Final lines

 
The year was special as exciting as a match

Will always remember this ‘pandemic batch’
The journey so far was a roller coaster ride
Learning, Fun & Stress were all closely tied

 
I thank you dear teachers for guiding us throughout

Always there to motivate us and solve every doubt
Without your enlightenment, things would have remained

dark
The way you trained us, made our talents spark

I pray to the Almighty to bless you’ll forever,
So this wonderful journey continues, come in the way

whatever !
                                                                - Taha Merchant
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Leading the Pack!
     -Saheel Dmello, Class Representative

"The challenge of leadership is to be strong, but not rude; be kind, but
not weak; be bold, but not a bully; be thoughtful, but not lazy; be
humble, but not timid; be proud, but not arrogant; have humour but
without folly.” 
– Jim Rohn

I am grateful for the opportunity to become the class representative
(CR) for both the years of my B.Ed. program. I had led the various
youth groups and social groups but this contest seemed a challenging
task which I initially avoided but with the motivation of my
classmates, I finally gave my name for nomination, with a little doubt
whether I’ll be able to manage! I had to address everyone by my pre-
election speech. In the speech, I spoke about taking everyone together
and flying high. I was elected as assistant class representative for the
college. Along with me were the assistant house leaders and the
journey began.

While I was Asst. CR in the first year was really a demanding job. In
the organization for any event, the council would be summoned and
the responsibility was given to all of us. Initially, all the students
participated willingly but as the course took on they were hesitant in
participating in events. Surely that was a great learning experience for
us. Slowly I learned to complete various responsibilities with the
support of other council members.
 
In this process of learning, there came the virus followed by the
lockdown. Events were difficult to manage in an online scenario as we
had to take into consideration different aspects. 

With the new academic session new activities came up, which were
tiring but the satisfaction on completion of an event successfully was
exhilarating! It was not only about managing events and conducting
programs. Considering taking students’ problems to the concerned
authority, replying back to them based on what decision is being
received, my fellow council members and I did it all. Soon came the
time to say goodbye to the post and the new student council election
for the second year arrived. This time the competition was tough but
luckily, I was re-elected as the CR. I was extremely happy and was
pre-determined to give my best for yet one more year. 

Managing tasks and listening to all types of criticism handling
pressure has made me quite stronger than I was when I came as a
fresher to this institution. Through this learning process, I have
inculcated the theme of building a hope-filled future and the UAP’s
very well in myself and will surely reflect it wherever I go. 

To sum up, I am extremely grateful to each and every person
associated with this institution for supporting me, guiding me and
accompanying me on this journey. With confidence, I can assure that
all of us ready with strong wings as eagles of SXIE, ready to fly high
together as we are entering the workforce to make an impact and a
difference in every child we teach and every person we meet. Looking
forward to successfully completing and enjoying the remaining days
here to cherish them for a lifetime.

HOLD ON! HOW DID WE GET HERE?
-Joslin Cardoza

Entering into B.Ed. degree with high hopes, dreams and
aspirations, I am sure that never in any of our wildest dreams had
we might have thought we would be going through the craziest
year of our lives in 2020. Post three months getting into SXIE,
when we were just expecting more internship days, trips, picnic,
community service days, activities, seminars, and a whole lot of
classroom-fun coupled with 9 am to 3:40 pm painful lecture
timings, there came the unexpected twist to our story, ‘Covid-19
Lockdown.’ 

As time proceeded, college resumed- ‘ONLINE’. Along with
lectures, SXIE had planned a bunch of online activities to be
conducted throughout the year. The very first activity conducted
was the previous SY batch farewell. The farewell was organized by
the students (current SY’s) and teachers together. There was a lot
of planning that went in. Being our first online event, everyone
had a lot of expectations from this program. Prayer service to
dance to Award ceremony everything went well, as planned. Our
seniors were quite pleased and delighted to attend the program.
With a flashback to their bitter-sweet memories made in SXIE,
cheering to their span at SXIE, filled with an overwhelmed heart
we bade goodbye to our seniors.

Soon arrived teacher’s day and we couldn’t wait to celebrate it
with our dear teachers. Teaching- the most underrated profession-
had received its due credit, when the world was at a standstill. We
had planned a beautiful program to tell our teachers how much we
admire and adore them. With a whole lot of fun games, pouring
our heart out and an interestingly-wacky award ceremony. We
were pleased that our teachers appreciated the program and had a
great time.

A few weeks later we had our much-awaited Diwali celebration.
We were all decked up for the celebration. Post our online
internship, we were getting an opportunity to celebrate with our
friends and teachers. Prayer service, games, dance, festive video,
etc. were planned and executed very well. The theme was in light
of our corona warriors because of whom we could celebrate the
festival of light this year. The program concluded with the festival
greetings.

Then came December with St. Francis Xavier’s Feast and
Christmas. Both the occasions had their own charm. We
celebrated it online, with a lot of zeal and enthusiasm.

The New Year 2021 brought with it a lot of hopes- hope that we
would soon meet our friends and teachers, hope that we would be
soon going back to campus, hope that we would soon get to
interact with children. It was saddening that we couldn’t meet and
hug our classmates and teachers for every festival that came,
however, we were thankful and grateful to the Almighty that each
and every one of us and our families were safe and sound during
such a deadly pandemic. I pray that one day this phase of all our
lives may pass and we may come together, ‘OFFLINE’, to
celebrate each day of our lives as a beautiful celebration.
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HOLD ON! HOW DID WE GET HERE?

Virtual Diwali Celebration Farewell to our dear Seniors!

Virtual Teachers  Day Virtual  Parents Day Meet

 Inter House Indoor Games
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History Faculty Development Program 
- Vanessa Pinto 

The 2nd International Faculty Development Program was
organised by KAASH Foundation's Centre for Academic and
Professional Development (CAPD) in collaboration with
University of Ottawa, Canada and St. Xavier's Institute of
Education, Mumbai. The seven-day FDP was conducted from 3rd
August 2020 to 9th August 2020 on 'Pedagogy of Teaching History'. 

The session included discussions on different approaches, the
various aspects of history, myths, disciplines, fantasy, verification
of facts, referencing and the challenges that teachers and
historians face when it comes to connecting past historical events
to contemporary times. Various resource persons spoke about
involving students as a participant-observer in the classroom,
providing new perspectives to making the subject enticing,
including a relatively objective assessment, inculcating gender
sensitivity and discrimination while teaching history in a
classroom. The importance of historical accuracies and timelines,
pedagogical responsibilities towards the learners and how
historical knowledge is constituted to think rationally about the
consciousness of society. There was a discussion on the reflections
on anomalies and discrepancies in history textbooks, wherein here
the paper presenter provided instances from ancient India to
modern India mentioning that there is a lot of scope for
deconstruction within history. Significance of history pedagogy
and elaborate use of different methodologies for teaching was the
focus in some sessions. The student-teachers learnt how critical
reflection is a learning experience among adults with self-
reflection and how learners can be engaged to participate in a
reflective journey. 

Overall, the interaction sessions were a fun way of discovering
different strategies and interdisciplinary skills that would work
well with the subject of history. The sessions enhanced the skills a
History teacher must possess in learning and develop a spirit of
inquiry. It is the teachers' responsibility to cater to the students'
needs and instil in them the thought that as responsible citizens of
the world should learn through mistakes and further decide steps
of future with utopian efforts.

BOMBAY IN YOUR ROOM
-Thresia Francis

The pandemic had restricted the whole world to the four walls of their
houses and we at SXIE were no different; but how could the yearly
ritual of heritage-walk be missed? 

The history pedagogy of St. Xavier’s Institute of Education organized a
virtual heritage walk by Ms Alisha Sadikot on the 24th of August, 2020
on the Zoom platform; which opened a new perspective about the city
for the student-teachers across the pedagogies. 

We often celebrate the beautiful city of Mumbai (previously known as
Bombay) that we live in but have hardly dived into how the British
mistook the seven islands which they received as dowry to be
somewhere in a God-forsaken land in Brazil. Ms Sadikot took everyone
virtually through the streets of Mumbai and opened up the history,
geography, science and a lot more behind the development of the city.
The highlight of the virtual walk was ‘the story of the first ice-cream in
Bombay’. It amazed everyone how an ice-cream which can be bought
from any general store in the city for a mere five rupees has a long story
behind it. 

Every city has a long glorious past to unfold, and teachers should
develop inquisitiveness in students to explore their surroundings and
motivate them to apply in the world around what they have learnt in
their classroom.

SXIE E-Newsletter

We all know that it was called Bombay earlier, but you know why?
When the city was in the hands of the Portuguese, they saw it was a natural water bay. Hence,

they called it ‘Bom Bhaia’, which is the Portuguese term for ‘good bay’. Later, Bombay was given
to the British as dowry when a Portuguese princess married an English prince. They renamed

the city Bombay and that’s how the city got its name

DO YOU KNOW?
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Across 
1. Ghar baithe baithe meine aapko Mumbai darshan karwaya. 
4. In dino mein kha kha kar hua haal behaal. 

Down 
2. Mere aur mere Chimurde ke kahani ne laya sabki aankhon mein paani. 
3. Bacchon ke beech bacche ban gaye, jaate jaate bahot sikha gaye. 
5. Shilpa ma'am ki haathon ke kamaal ne kuch pal ke liya bhaga diya internship ka
bawaal. 
6. Khup cheekh cheekh kar humne himmat badhai, lekin aage Satya hi aayi. 
7. Milan sab sanskruti ka hota hai iss din par. 
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Gemini (intelligent, adaptable, out-going)
May 21st - June 21st
Nicole Fernandes

Sarah Asda
Rewati Kulkarni
Jolina Almeida

Cancer (loyal, protective, caring)
June 22nd - July 22nd

Candida Lobo
Dhanya K S

Sania D’souza
Littey Thomas

Leo (ambitious, big-hearted, confident)
July 23rd - August 22nd

Marilyn Moses
Taha Merchant
Joslin Cardoza

Rachael Carvalho
Saheel Dmello

 

Virgo (hardworking, patient, reliable)
August 23rd - September 22nd

Bazela Hawa
Daya Mudavasseriel

Steffy Benny
Bushra Shaikh
Janhavi Pujari

Libra (social, clever, diplomatic)
September 23rd - October 22nd

Chantelle D'souza
Cathia Pereira

Ankita D'cunha
Prabha Thampi
Thresia Francis

Christalina Menezes

Scorpio (honest, determined, brave)
October 23rd - November 22nd

Pramila Irudayaraj
Nevil Sharma
Claris Lemos

Adelaide Pereira

Sagittarius (optimistic, hilarious, spontaneous)
November 22nd to December 21st

Jinelle D'Costa
Vanessa Pinto
Saima Ansari
Sana Shaikh
Gracy Esthar

A VERY HAPPY BIRTHDAY

CROSSWORD
-Sharal Vaz and Jinelle D'costa
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SARAH  ASDA SHARAL VAZ

_artsysarah artbysharal

Troye Sivan - Youth

Job Vacancies

Ariana Grande

Holy Cross High School, Kurla
Teachers with B A /B Ed English Soc studies,  
Science and Math
Math -1 vacancy / Science -1 vacancy
Wesbsite : www.holycrosskurla.com

We need a full- time English teacher in St. Xavier's College
(Junior College), 5- Mahapalika Marg, Mumbai from 26th
April, 2021. Right now it's a temporary post on ad-hoc basis,
likely to be regularised from June 2021 onwards. Candidates
having M.A (English) and B.Ed can send their application
along with CV to the Principal, St. Xavier's College on
principal@xaviers.edu with CC to the Vice Principal on
hasnain.naqvi@xaviers.edu
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Tap for more

https://www.instagram.com/_artsysarah/
https://instagram.com/artbysharal?igshid=purkaaxjsjom
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XYAghEq5Lfw%20Music%20video%20by%20Troye%20Sivan%20performing%20YOUTH%20(C)%202015%20Universal%20Music%20Australia%20Pty%20Ltd.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RQTgJRwMdKQ
http://www.holycrosskurla.com/

